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ABSTRACT 

A simple way to approximate the delay distribution in a 
M/G/l system with first-come first-served (FCFS) or ran
dom order of service (SIRO) queue discipline is to take 
aa approximation thereof the simplest distribution that 
agrees with it in terms of tl'10 parameters - e.g. - the 
first two moments - and admits the same heavy traffic 
approximation. 

On the other hand, M/G/l busy period distributions are 
too heterogeneous to admit such a simple minded treatmenL 
However, their residual counterparts share a number of 
interesting properties with M/M/l busy period distri
butions and conditons are discussed under which the 
latter may serve as two-parameter approximations for the 
former. We also niscuss the representation of the M/M/l 
busy period distribution as a probability mixture of 
Erlang distributions of odd integer order which is 
particularly well suited for computational work. 

With regard to the FCFS delay distributions of M/G/l 
systems, particularly when service time distributions are 
discrete with finite support, the original simple 
approximation may often be improved upon in a manner that 
brings into play the influence of the service time 
distribution without affecting the two-parameter match. 

In conclusion, we discuss somewhat more involved appli
cations of the two-parameter match in the estimation of 
FCFS delay distributions in GI/G/l systems. 

INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of this paper is to discuss plausible 
approximations to the random service (SIRO) delay and 
residual busy period distributions in M/G/1 systems, and 
to ordinary (FIFO) delay distributions both in M/G/l and 
certain types of GI/G/1 systems. 

In each case, the approximation agrees with the true 
distribution in terms of two numerical attributes and of 
some other characteristics; examples of its uses are 
displayed. 

With regard to ordinary delay distributions the approxi
mation - actually a method of approximation as it were -
differs from more traditional ones in one important 
respect: it is easily applied when the difference 
'service time - inter arrival time' has a polygonal 
distribution over a finite support in the GI/G/I queue, 
and the service time distribution is discrete with 
finitely many steps in the M/G/l system. Because of 
this, insofar as applied problems are concerned, this 
method may prove more widely applicable than a reliance 
on such approximate textbook models as the Em/En/1 and 
the M/En/l systems which, experience suggests, are not 
very general and may require careful handling when n is 
large. 

10 NOTATION, SYMBOLISM, AND PRELIMINARY REMARKS 

Cumulative distribution functions (cdf) on [0,00) are 
denoted by upper case letters, with the symbol (.) af
fixed. If X(·) is a cdf, we designate by x(') and xn, 
respectively, its Laplace-Stie1tjes transform (LSt) and 
nth moment. If y(.) is another cdf. then X*y(·) denotes 
the convolution of the pair X(.), Y(.). A cdf X(·) is 
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called compound geometric (c.g.) if it is the distribution 
of the sum of a geometrically distributed number of 
independent identically distributed random variables: 
there then exists a constant )'£{O,l) and a cdf y(.) such 
that .x(.) = (l-).)/(l-).y(·». If, in particular, y{.) is 
negative exponential (n.e.), then X{·) is called ex
ponential; i.e. (X(·)-X(O»/{l-X{O» is n.e. 

We shall be dealing primarily with a stable M/G/1 
queueing system with mean inter-arrival time ).-1 and 
service time cdf H{') of unit mean and finite higher 
moments. We also suppose h{·) to be well defined for all 
real values to the right of some negative number. The 
residual service time cdf is denoted H* (o) and by defini
tio~ H*{t) = ft(l-H{x»dx. Unless Otherwise specified, 
the symbols 1{~0), R(o) and B(o) shall denote respectivel¥ 
the ordinary (FIFO) delay cdf, the random order of ser
vice (SIRO) delay cdf, and the busy period cdf. Again 
B*(o) denotes the residual busv period cdf satisfying 

B*(t) 

Let us now recall (see for example Tak'cs[ll) that 

W(O) c R{O) = 1-)., 

)'h
3 

()'h
2

)2 

w2 = 3(1-).) + 2(1-A)2 

2)'h
3 

(Ah2)2 2w2 

r 2 = 3(1-).) (2-).) + (1-A)2(2-A) = (2-A) 

It follows from these relations that: 

2w 2 
___ 1_ < 1 , (all A < 1), 

w
2 

4r 2 2h3 
___ 1_ < 1 , if ). < 

r 2 3(h
2

)2 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 

(1. 3) 

We also recall that under heavy traffic conditions W(·) 
behaves like a n.e. cdf. and R{') like the distribution 
of the product of two independent n.e. distributed 
variables. The latter distribution may be explicitly 
written down in terms of the mpdified Bessel function 
Kl (.) (see for example LeGa11[7], Kingman[S]). 

Concerning B*{'), this cdf is implicitly defined by the 
relations 

b(s) z h{s+).{l-b(s» , (1. 4) 

b*(s) 1-b(s) b (1_).) .... 1 J 

-~' 1 
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which, by successive differentiations, yield: 

b2 h2 
b l * = 2b

I 
= 2(1-A)2 , (1. 5) 

b 3 h 3(1-A) + 3Ah22 

b 2* = ~ = 3 (1-).)4 

Again, and for future reference, be it noted that: 

(1. 6) 

2. TWO PARAMETER APPROXIMATIONS FOR W(.) & R(·) 

Under the restrictions imposed on H('), it holds that 

Wet) - 1 - Ce-
rt (t~), where r is the unique positive 

number satisfying: 

w-I(-r) = 0 , 

and C is the reciprocal of the Y-intercept of the 
straight line tangent to the curve y z w-I(x) at the 
point x=-r. Since this curve is concave downward, it is 
clear that C£(O,l) so that roughly speaking W(·) is 
asymptotically equivalent to a bona-fide exponential 
distribution. Now since the pair wI and w2 is usually 
more easily calculated than the pair C,r, it makes some 
sense to expedite matters by approximating W(·) with the 

exponential :::t:o~.: :a(:~;)n::{2:: t )- (2.1) 
Both Wo (·) and W(·) are compound geometric and have the 
same first two moments. We call Wo (·) the standard 
approximant of W(·) and, by extension, of all c.g. cdfs 
that are absolutely continuous except for the jump at the 
origin, have first two moments w01 and w 2 and decay ex
ponential1y. Note also that Wo (·) and w~.) admit roughly 
the same heavy traffic approximation as A ~ 1. 

The last remark suggesffia rationale of sorts to approx
imate the cdf R(')' Specifically, we seek a distribution 
Ro(·) of the form: 

I-a + aF(Bt), (2.2) 

t 
F(t) = ft» e-x (l-e- x) dx - l-21t K (2ft) 

o I 

where the pair a,B is computed to insure that r OI - r 1 -
aB-I, r 02 = r

2 
= 4aB- 2 so that: 

4r/ ~ 
ale ,Bc (2.3) 

r 2 r 2 

However , because of (1.3), the obvious requirement aE(O,U 
may not always be satisfied by (2.3). Thus for 

2h3 
1 > ). > another parameter match is required. 

3h~ 

For example if we set: 

a = A = (l-R(O», a (2.4) 

then R(·) and Ro (') agree in terms of the mean and the 
value at the origin. 

In Table 1 for the M/n/l and Table 2 for the M/M/l queues 
we compare sample values a(l - Ro(t» and A(l - R(t»~ 
the latter being read off the graph in Burke's paper( 
in one case, and computed according to the Riordan's 
approximation [8] in the other. Where it appears the 
asterisk signifies that a,a are computed according to 
(2.4), otherwise the scheme (2.3) applies. 
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3. THE SCOPE OF STANDARD APPROXIMANTS 

In the M/n/l queue, for A ~ 0.1, and t ~ 1, the quantity 
Wo(t), predicts Wet) with an absolute error seldom 
exceeding 0.01 Wet). Incidentally, be it mentioned in 
passing that in this case, Wo (') is the ordinary delay 
cdf for the M/M/l system with mean service time 1/3 and 
occupancy ratio 1.5 ),/(1+0.5),). 

By and large, extensive evidence,numerical and empirlca~ 
suggests that Wo (') often conveys a realistic image of the 
overall behavior of W(.). Evidently, standard approxi
mants could also be used to approximate GI/G/l and GI/n/R 
delay cdfs as well, but in this case the lack of explicit 
formulae for the two first moments limits their useful
ness. 

Still, and as an example, we compare in Table 3 values of 
the ordinary delay cdf for a M/n/5 system, as read from 
a graph in a traffic engineering handbook, with corres
ponding values of its standard approximant. 

Furthermore, empirical evidence also suggest that the 
ordinary delay cdfs of more esoteric GI/G/R systems are 
often approximable in the same manner. Thus, Table 4 
summarizes the results of three simulation runs designed 
to estimate the delay cdf for a 4-server system in which 
the service time cdf is discrete and assumes the values 
0.257, 0.383, 0.631, 0.754 and 0.834 on an equally likely 
basis. The inter-arrival times assume values 0.378 d, 
0.583 d, and 0.775 d with equal probability also - the 
parameter d is assigned various values so as to achieve 
various degrees of traffic intensity. In each case, W(.) 
represents the empirical cdf of a sample of 4000 con
secutive delays simulated by means of the Kiefer
Wolfowitz process - starting from zero conditions - and 
Wo (') is the exponential cdf agreeing with W(·) in terms 
of the observed mean and second moment. 

One interesting practical' aspect of all this is that, in 
the restricted context of M/G!l systems, a knowledge of 
the three moments h

1
,h2 and h3 gives us the opportunity 

to produce, almost 1nstantly, a simple approximation for 
W(·) • 

Even more intriguing however is the fact that we may be 
able to improve oh Wo(O) at relatively little cost in 
computer work. This we now consider in some detail. 

4. IMPROVEn APPROXIMATIONS FOR W(.) 

Suppose that, as is often the case, the distributioh H(·) 
is a step function with finitely many jumps. Possibly, 
it has been obtained from empirical data, so that the 
number of jumps While possibly large is not likely to be 
astronomical. At any rate, since H*(') is polygonal in 
this case, there is no great numerical difficulty in 
calculating integrals of form feax dH*(x) with a con
stant. By the same token, the calculation of h*(·) and 
first derivative thereof is quite straightforward. 

Now, to avoid cumbersome notation involving double 
asterisks, we set G(.) = H*(.) and recall from the well 
known Pol1aczek transform that 

Wet) = I-A + AC*W(t) (4.1) 

Consider now the cdf V(.) satisfying 

(4.2) 

Notice that, while not necessarily c.g.,V(·) satisfies 

V(O) = W(O); wi = Vi' i=l,2, (4.3) 

Vet) = I-A + A{I-ae-bt g(-b)}, if G(t) 1. 
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In other words, without affecting the first two moment 
match, the transformation (4.2) yields a distribution 
which decays exponentially and also imitates the be
havior of W(·) near the origin. 

Yet another interesting approximation is obtained as 
follows. Call X(·), say, the exponential distribution 
satisfying 

X(t) = l-Ce-rt , 

where the constants C and r are as defined at the 
beginning of Section 2, and set: 

U(t) I-A + AG*X(t) 

then U(·) is a cdf satisfying: 

U(O) 

U(t) 

W(O), 

1 - Ce-rt , if G(t) = 1 . 

Thus U(·) mimics W(·) both in the tail and near the 
origin as well. 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

The calculation of U(·) is somewhat more involved than 
that of V (.), since it requires the evaluation of r and of 
C. The added computational burden is not very trouble
some however. Thus if we set 

w- 1 (s) = q(s), 

we notice that q(.) is concave downward so that clearly 

-r > - ~ ; it follows that if we set: 
w

1 

+ Iq (xn)1 
xn q' (Xn) , n=1,2,3 ••• , (4.7) 

then the sequence {xn } converges to -r unidirectionally 
from the right. usually, at a very fast pace. From the 
Residue Theorem, we deduce that the constant C satisfies: 

1 
C = r q' (-r) , (4.8) 

and its calculation may therefore be effected directly at 
the close of the computation (4.7). 

The attractive feature of both transformations (4.2) and 
(4.5) is to yield approximations more strongly predictive 
of local behavior near the origin than either Wo (') or 
X(·). For example in the M/D/l system W(·) is convex on 
[O,lJ and so is V(·), whilst Wo (') obviously cannot be. 
The case 1.=0.5 displayed in Table 5 illustrates this 
quite strikingly. 

In the next two sections of this paper, we examine the 
question of approximating residual busy period cdfs. 

5. GENERAL REMARKS ON BUSY PERIOD & RESIDUAL BUSY 
PERIOD DISTRIBUTIONS 

Our quest for plausible approximations to W(·) and R(·) 
is conditioned partly by the fact that these cdfs are 
absolutely continuous except at the origin, but mainly 
by the existence of heavy traffic approximations which, 
as pointed out from time to time, tend to manifest them
selves for even low values of At Busy period distri
butions. however. seem too individualistic to admit the 
same single minded approach. Yet. heterogeneous as these 
cdfs are for our purpose, their residual counterparts do 
form a more coherent whole. 

From the second of relations (1.4), omitting tedious 
details, we deduce that: 

b*(s) = h*(s+A(l-b(s»w(s+A(l-b(s». (5.1) 
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Thus by definition and by (5.1) one concludes that B*(') 
is an absolutely continuous and concave convolution of 
two cdfs one of which is compound geometric - an alliter
ative set of properties which we summarize simply by 
saying that B*(') is of class ~. 

Now it turns out that M/M/l busy period cdfs are of class 
~also, and being computable as well. do form a subclass 
of functions potentially useful in approximating residual 
busy '''period cdfs. More on this in the next section. 

6. THE BUSY PERIOD DISTRIBUTIONS IN M/M/l SYSTEMS 

Consider the busy period cdf :8"(.) of a M/M/l system. 
Eventually. we shall be using B(.) as a two parameter 
approximation and therefore assign values y-l and 0- 1 , 
instead of A-I and 1 respectively, to the mean inter
arrival and service times. 

Now the Vaulot representation of B(') as quoted by 
Riordan [~ (formula 6a) shows B(') to have a completely 
monotone derivative and hence to be absolutely continuous 
and concave, Next, formula (1.4) as applied to this case 
becomes 

b (s) o + s + y(=l--b:---7'"( s-:'")-:--) , (6.1) 

For our purpose, however, it is convenient to restate 
(6.1) in the form 

b(s) = e(S)(l_a!(~)~(S»)' (6.2) 

y y+o 
a = y+o «0.5); e(s) = y+o+s 

Hence B(') is the convolution of the n.e. cdf E(') with 
mean (y + 0)-1 and of a compound geometric cdf. So that 
finally B(.) does belong to the class ~. 

Now, in terms of the moments 
parameters y and 0 satisfy 

b
1 

and b
2

, we note that the 

b
2 

- 2b
1

2 

y = 
2b

1
3 

, 0 =~ 
2b 3 

1 

(6.3) 

It follows that given any iEtype cdf X(·), say, the 
requirement x

2 
> 2x1

2 , if met, ensures the existence of a 
M/M/l system with busy period cdf having first two moments 
x and x. In particular, if X(·) is the residual cdf 
dlscusse~ in the previous section, reference to (1.6) 
shows this requirement to be met whenever A > 0.5. In 
the special case M/D/l and M/En/I, for example, the 
requirement is met for A > 0.25, and 

n-l 
A > 2(2n+l) respectively. 

Now the Vaulot representation already alluded to may be 
used to evaluate B(t) by quadratures. Again the well 
known integral expression involving the Bessel function 
1 1 (,), and which derives from (6.1), may be used to 
calculate B(t) very precisely for moderate values of t. 
This calculation would use the kind of truncated ex
pansions displayed in [lJ (formula 9.8.3, pp. 378) and in 
[3J (Table 16, pp. 35). The weakness of these ready made 
approximations however is their relatively short range of 
applicability. In this connection yet another expansion 
derives from (6.2) and it is very attractive from the 
numerical analyst's point of view: each term can be ob
tained by modifying the previous one and the remainder 
can be estimated at each step. 

Specifically, observing that (6.2) is a parabolic 
equation in disguise, we abstract b(s) therefrom in the 
usual way, expand the solution in odd powers of e(s), 
and finally invert the result to obtain 

B(t) E El 92 1 E2 1 (t) , n= n- n- (6.4) 
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6 1=(1-a ),62n_l=(~~) a(l-a) 62n- 3 , n=2,3, ••• 

where En (') is the n fold convolution of E(.). Now the 
sequence {8l>63,85"'} is a probability distribution with 
the property ,that its leading terms usually account for a 
large portion of its total mass. To exploit this feature, 
we define 

n 
T(t,n) = E 62i- l E2i_l (t), 

i=l 
T(n) T(oo,n), 

U(t,n) T(t.n-l) + (1-T(n-l»E2n- l (t). 

(6.S) 

Recalling further that En(t) decreases with n for t held 
fixed. we then conclude 

T(t.n) ~ B(t) ~ U(t.n) • (6.6) 

Furthermore. since: 

En(t) < (E(t»n. Em+n(t) ~ Em(t) En(t) • 

we find that: 

4a(1-a)E2 (t) 
o < B(t)-T(t.n) < 82n-IE2n-l(t){1_4a(1_a)E (t)}' 

2 
(6.7) 

We may therefore estimate the error committed in using 
T(t.n) to approximate B(t). 

In Table 6. values of T(t.n) are shown some of which may 
be com~ared with corresponding B(t) values supplied by 
HeymanL6J. In each case. n is the least integer needed 
to guarantee the error B(t) - T(t.n) to be less than 10-4 

in terms of the bound displayed in (6.7). Table 7 is 
perhaps suggestive of the kind of fit to be expected when 
using B(.) as an approximation. Here X(·) denotes the 
residual busy period cdf in the M/D/l queue with mean 
inter-arrival time A-I and unit service time. Its graph 
is a concave polygonal line with cusps at the points 
t = 1.2.3 •••• The values B(t) are taken from the M/M/1 
busy period cdf with first two moments xl and x2• 

At this point. we end our discussion of M/G/1 systems but 
before signing off altogether. let us examine an 
intriguing application of standard approximants to the 
problem of evaluating delay cdfs in GI/G/1 systems. 

7. THE USE OF STANDARD APPROXIMANTS FOR GI/G/1 DELAY 
DISTRIBUTIONS 

Suppose now that W(·) is the FIFO delay distribution for 
a stable GI/G/1 system with inter-arrival and service 
time cdfs respectively X(·) and Y(·). We set: 

F(t) = f Y(t+x) dX(x) • (7.1) 

and invoke a result discussed elsewhere (see [4]. 
Proposition 3) to deduce that W(·) is also the delay cdf 
for a second GI/G/l system with inter-arrival and 
service time distributions A(') and H(.) derived in the 
following manner. First. we let: 

O. otherwise. 

and then write down: 
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A(x) = l-F(O) + F(O) A*Z(x). 

H(x) _ F(x) - F(O) 
1 - F(O) 

= O. otherwise. 

x >.: 0 • 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

Since A(') is clearly compound geometric - and assuming 
of course the requisite regularity conditions to be met -
we are tempted therefore while retaining H(') to 
substitute for A(·) its standard approximant Ao(·). say. 
Thereby. we create a third system which, incidentally. 
is a M/G/l queue with geometrically distributed batch 
arrivals. T~~ delay cdf V(.) say. for this system is 
also c.g. but with an explicit LSt now which is a slight
ly generalized version of the Pollaczek formula. 

In point of fact. using the relevant Wiener-Hopf factor
ization. and setting: 

Ao(x) 

H*(x) 

I-a + Ah 
1 

(7.4) 

g{s) B- 1' {{I-a) h{s) + Ahl h*(s)} • 

we conclude that: 

v{s) l-B 
l-Bg{s) . (7.5) 

Now. presuming Ao(·) n .. t to deviate too dramatically from 
A(·). we do have some theoretical justification to 
believe that V(:) should bear a strong resemblance to 
W{· .. ): namely that the latter distribution is somewhat 
less sensitive to variations in A(') than in H(') (see 
for 'example Smith [10]). Evidently. one t s inclination to 
accept V{·) as a plausible approximation is considerably 
influenced by the availability of its transform and the 
possibility therefore of applying the kind of approach 
discussed in Section 4. In particular if F(') is poly
gonal over a finite support. this approach may be applied. 
though, needless to say. whatever approximation does 
result should be tested by simulation. 

Another approach may sometimes be used to good effect al
though it requires that Ao(·) be an excellent - not just 
good - approximation for A('): a circumstance which is 
seldom verifiable directly. Let us calculate the first 
two moments of V(·) and then construct its standard ap
proximant 

1-ce-dx • c , d 

Then. taking Vo{') as a predictor of W(·). we "manu
facture" a corrector formula U{·) according to a 
procedure similar to (4.2); namely 

(7.6) 

As an example. Table 8 summarizes results obtained with 
this approach. In this case F{') is Gaussian with 
negative mean ~ and standard deviation 0. Let us pretend 
that W(·) is the true delay distribution although in 
point of fact it is the empirical distribution of 5000 
consecutive delays observed in a simulated Lindley pro
cess 

O. (7.8) 

The values Xn are i.i.d with common cdf F(')' Although 
the moments required to calculate Vo{') could have been 
exactly calculated. they were estimated from the sample 
distribution of positive and negative Xn values instead. 
Hence the values c and d used in the computation of Vo (') 
and U(·) are somewhat inaccurate. The latter function 
was calculated according to the formula: 

02d 2 
6-lJ ) -dt+d~ + ~ 

U(t) = F\-o- - ce (7.9) 
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I Notice again, a feature already noted in connection with 
M/D/l earlier, U(·) tends to predict W(.) more closely 
than Vo (') near the origin. 

Let it be pointed out in passing that this example is 
suggestive of a straight-forward approximate treatment of 
delay cdfs in systems Em/D/l, D/En/l with large m and n 
values, and in systems GI/D/m where the ~fold convo
lution ot the inter-arrival time cdf is approximately 
Gaussian. 

This being said, it remains that the close agreement 
between U(·) and W(·) while not fortuitous, is probably 
due mainly to extremely nice behavior of F(·) in this 
case. In this connection, one should resist the temp
tation to see too many analogies between (4.2) and (7.7). 
To begin with Vo (·) is not the standard approximant of 
W(·). Moreover, even if it were, the transformation 
(7.7) does not generally preserve the first two moments, 
nor does it compel U(·) to behave like W(·) at and near 
the origin. Therefore, especially when F(·) has a 
rather coarse graph, there is apriori little justifi
cation in using (7.7) without validation by independent 
means. 

8. CONCLUS ION 

In the teletraffic context at least, the aim of many 
queue theoretic investigations is to produce plausible 
approximations for numerically inaccessible congestion 
functions. The key word plausible here means two things 
at the very least: not only should the estimate reflect 
some outstanding characteristics of the true function; it 
should also be accessible through stable, relatively un
complicated, and rapidly executed computational pro
cedures. The approximations considered here appear to 
meet these desiderata. 

With respect to SIRO delay and residual busy period 
distributions, the examples shown suggest that it is 
possible to gain some insight into these quantities at 
relatively little cost in computational work. 

In the case of FIFO delay distributions the approx
imations herein discussed naturally come to mind on 
recognition of a simple fact which, so it seems to us, 
is all too often overlooked: that for all the arbitrari
ness of the input-output mechanism, whether heavy traffic 
conditions do or do not prevail, the delay distribution 
tends to behave in a fairly predictable manner for 
surprisingly low values of its argument. As a conse
quence, a realistic approximation to the latter 
distribution may often be found even when neither the 
service time nore the inter-arrival time distributions 
are anywhere near mixtures of low order Erlang cdfs. 
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Column I: A(l-R(t» 
Column 11: ~(l-Ro(t» 

A=0.8 

t I 

1 0.40 

2 0.30 

3 0.20 

4 0.15 

5 0.12 

6 0.09 

7 0.065 

8 0.05 

9 0.04 

10 0.035 

(*) 
A=0.5 A=0.3 

II I II I II 

0.41 0.15 0.14 0.045 0.051 

0.27 0.055 0.054 0.011 0.014 

0.20 0.025 0.025 0.0030 0.0049 

0.15 0.015 0.013 0.001 0.002 

0.12 0.0065 0.0073 0.0004 0.0009 

0.09 0.0035 0.0043 

0.076 0.002 0.0026 

0.063 0.0013 0.0016 

0.052 

0.044 

DELAY SYSTEM MIDl1 (SIRO) 

TABLE 1 

A t I II 

0.9 4 0.500 0.472 

0.9 10 

0.7 5 

0.7 10 

0.45 5 

0.45 10 

Column I : 
Column II: 

0.280 0,256 

0.129 0.121 

0.0466 0.0475 

0.0377 0.0310 

0.0067 0.0065 

Riordan Approximation 
~(l-Ro(t» 

DELAY SYSTEM M/M/1 (SIRO) 

TABLE 2 
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t 

.1 

.2 

.3 

.4 

.5 

.6 

.7 

.8 

.9 

1.0 

1.1 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

1.5 

Column I: Probability of Delay Exceeding t 
Column 11: Approximation By Standard Approximant 

t I 

0 .23 

1 .12 

2 .06 

3 .026 

4 .010 

5 .0038 

6 .0015 

Delay System M/D/5 
Service Time : 5 seconds 
Call Rate : 0.6/sec. 

TABLE 3 

II 

.267 

.119 

.053 

.024 

.011 

.0047 

.0021 

d=.270 d=.267 

W(t) Wo(t) W(t) Wo (t) 

.572 .584 .513 .522 

.736 .761 .683 .708 

.851 .863 .811 .822 

.918 .921 .889 .891 

.956 .955 .935 .934 

.975 .974 .962 .959 

.985 .985 .973 .975 

.991 .991 .983 .984 

.996 .995 .991 .991 

.999 .997 .996 .994 

1.000 .998 .999 .996 

-- -- 1.000 .998 

-- -- -- --
-- -- -- --
-- -- -- --

d-.260 

W(t) Wo (t) 

.357 .333 

.522 .543 

.654 .687 

.757 .785 

.830 .853 

.889 .899 

.928 .931 

.952 . 953 

.969 .967 

.979 .978 

.988 .985 

.994 .990 

.998 .993 

.999 .995 

1.000 .997 

Service Time Distribution: 0.257,0.383, 0.631, 0.754, 
0.834 

Interarriva1 Time Distribution: 0.378d, 0.583d, 0.775d 

TABLE 4 

A- 0.5 

t W(t) V(t) Wo(t) t W(t) V(t) Wo(t) 

.1 .526 .522 .468 .8 .746 . 746 .770 . 

.2 .553 .547 .528 .9 .784 .785 .796 

.3 .581 .574 .581 1.0 .824 .825 .819 

.4 .611 .605 .629 1.1 .840 .845 .840 

.5 .642 .637 .671 1.2 .856 .863 .857 

.6 .675 .672 .708 1.3 .871 .878 .874 

.7 .710 .708 .741 

Delay System : MIDl1 (FIFO) 

TABLE 5 
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A=0.5 A=0.7 A=0.9 

t T(t,n) n T (t, n) n T(t,n) n • 2 .7324 6 .6830 6 .6364 7 

4 .8697 8 .8118 10 .7521 12 

6 .9236 10 .8682 13 .8050 15 • 8 .9511 12 .9006 15 .8368 18 

10 .9671 14 .9218 17 .8586 21 

12 .9771 16 .9366 19 .8746 23 

14 .9836 17 .9476 21 .8871 26 

16 .9881 19 .9560 23 .8971 28 

18 .9912 20 .9626 25 .9053 30 

20 .9934 21 .9679 27 .9123 33 

Delay System M/M/1 Busy Period 

TABLE 6 

A=0.5 A=0.7 

t 
X(t) B(t) X(t) B(t) • 

1 .5000 .4591 .3000 .2389 

2 .6967 .6800 .4510 .4046 

3 .8014 .7974 .5503 .5230 

4 .8793 .8653 .6225 .6101 

5 .9197 .9072 .6781 .6758 

6 .9467 .9345 .7222 .7265 

7 .9653 .9531 .7583 .7665 

8 .9747 .9662 .7835 .7987 

9 .9797 .9757 .8019 .8249 • 
Delay System M/D/1: Residual Busy Period 

TABLE 7 

~ = -3, (J = 4 ~ = -3, (J = 9 

t W(t) U(t) Vo(t) W(t) U(t) Vo(t) • 0 .695 .698 .680 .404 .399 .364 

2 .828 .830 .843 .479 .465 .454 

4 .914 .915 .924 .542 .528 .531 

6 .956 .960 .963 .606 .589 .597 

8 .977 .981 .982 .659 .644 .654 

10 .990 .991 .991 .707 .694 .703 

12 .995 .996 .996 .745 .738 .745 

14 .997 .998 .998 .779 .776 .781 

16 .998 .999 1- .812 .808 .812 

18 .999 1- 1- .842 .836 .839 

AVERAGE 0.90 - 0.97 8.4 - 8.1 
DELAY 

Delay System GI/G/1, F Normal 

TABLE 8 • • 
ITea 


